
amateur radio at Purdue
beautiful machine
every knob important



information processor block diagram



revolution led by erwin armstrong
signal transformation overcoming noise
network possible but not permitted
killed himself



satellite operators in control
bill thomas tracking doppler



QST AUG 1976

bill and steve explain computers to amateurs



QST MAY 1977

mechanically adaptive software
nothing to adjust, if figures you out
sought donations from pioneering vendors



algorithms still good today



alan turning
the system block diagram is just information
a sufficient machine can do the work of any other machine
killed himself



June 1977

computer as better operator
reliable and universal
armstrong and turning



wrote as graduate student
earned A's in simulation and networking
minutes of supercomputer charges



a few pages of pascal
exhibits complex behavior



good time for a demo



Dayton 2012

took my charts and graphs to dayton
met the (then young) k1zz
huge interest, nothing happened



Dayton 1977

arrl and fcc frustrate network
friends from vendor suggest mexico



Portland 1977

I move to beaverton
continue operating system with knobs



looks a lot like a radio
knobs on the block diagram
computerize to be reliable and universal



Portland 1987

software defined oscilloscope
struggle to overcome social problems



hypertext as block diagram
how to think about computer



Head First Design Patterns

how the best programmers think
hypertext to concentrate the best thinking
thinking like the network



March 1995

wiki as a place for practical experts
outperforms the academic experts



San Francisco 2011

wikipedia understood by 10th anniversary
another simulation of the network
operated by 17 year-old boys



wikipedia block diagram
built by volunteers



O'Reilly Fluent 2012

a simulation of the network gives up something
a federation of wikis is the network



solved social problems I've seen throughout my career
room to be different
path to consensus



web server

traditional wiki federated wiki

radio

federated possible with today's technology
gives each site freedom
gives each user freedom too



how to think about radio wiki?



suggested wiki as block diagram
again reliable and universal, like armstrong and turing



Raspberry Pi Open WRT
Peaberry SDR

we cooked this up just for you today
you can write-to and transmit-from your own wiki
all from this shoebox of stuff



I want you to understand this
so first lets look at a simpler system
a crystal-radio of sorts





web server

software defined federated radio wiki

radioradioradio



Title 47 – Part 97 

Subpart A—General Provisions 

§ 97.1 Basis and purpose.

The rules and regulations in this part are designed to provide an amateur 
radio service having a fundamental purpose as expressed in the following 
principles:

(a) Recognition and enhancement of the value of the amateur service to the 
public as a voluntary noncommercial communication service, 
particularly with respect to providing emergency communications. 

(b) Continuation and extension of the amateur's proven ability to contribute 
to the advancement of the radio art. 

(c) Encouragement and improvement of the amateur service 
through rules which provide for advancing skills in both the communication 
and technical phases of the art. 

(d) Expansion of the existing reservoir within the amateur radio service 
of trained operators, technicians, and electronics experts. 

(e) Continuation and extension of the amateur's unique ability to enhance 
international goodwill.































take aways



interesting things have block diagrams

the knobs aren't where they use to be

global society needs more resilience

hams must think big to be relevant




